CCOEI
The Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues (Eastern Region) Inc. is a not-for-profit, nonpolitical and non-religious organisation. It adheres to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and represents the multicultural interests of diverse people. The purpose of the
organisation is to:





Influence public policy through advocacy
Encourage cooperation, social inclusion and harmony amongst all communities
Work with government and non-government organisations to identify and bridge gaps
in service delivery to improve access and participation
Establish and maintain networks between key stakeholders which facilitate
communication, consultation and links between them.

About MSC
The work of the Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues is generally undertaken through the
Migrant Settlement Committee (MSC), which acts as the Standing Committee of the CCOEI.
Meetings are chaired by two elected members of the CCOEI executive. Participation
comprises service providers and representatives of government, non-government and
ethno-specific organisations as well as volunteers.

MSC Core objectives
 Provide a forum in which workers from local settlement service agencies (and related
agencies) can discuss settlement service issues
 Encourage settlement service agencies to work collaboratively by proposing strategies,
and to plan for effective service improvements
 Set up task groups to organise educational forums and workshops on subjects such as
employment, family violence, disability, health, youth, and ageing
Key role of the MSC To assist service providers to achieve better outcomes for migrants and
refugees during their initial and long-term settlement as well as addressing issues and gaps
in services.

Report complied by Chris & Heather Cosgriff
Homeleigh Originals
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CCOEI COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

Executive Positions
President - Sui Ting Tse
Vice President - Bwe Thay
Treasurer - Emma Chege
Secretary - Gina Etienne

Ordinary Positions
Sam Navarria
Con Pagonis
Krishani Dassanayake
Ken Pang
Damien Finette
Wali Sultani
Saarah Ozeer
Dilnaz Billimoria
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CCOEI PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2020 TO 2021

I acknowledge the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nation and their Elders past, present and
emerging.
The Financial Year of 2020 to 2021 was very challenging for every Australian during the
COVID–19 pandemic. The same applies to CCOEI. It is fortunate that modern technology
has enabled many people to conduct their business virtually on ZOOM, Facebook, YouTube
and other platforms.
During the financial year, CCOEI received funding from the Multicultural Community
Connections Program issued by the Victorian Multicultural Commission (“VMC”) and was
able to launch 4 CCOEI Multicultural Twilight Virtual Concerts on Sunday evenings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

6th September 2020; (1800 views)
20th September 2020; (1400 views)
4th October 2020 and (2400 views)
18th October 2020 (the Grand Finale). (2000 views)

The objective of the concert series was to provide much needed entertainment and
engagement to isolated community members, it also provided a platform to promote
helping services to our communities. This concert also gave our multicultural artists a
platform to share their culture, music and art.
I would thank members of the Steering Committee for these 4 Concerts, namely: Jill
Morgan, Cynthia Shaw, Sam Navarria, Bwe Thay, Con Pagonis, Dan Martinez and Ken Pang
for their guidance and participation on the Steering Committee.
The 4 Concerts offered diverse styles of music from multicultural musicians
playing with different forms of musical instruments including dancing and singing reflecting
their colourful cultural backgrounds and were truly unique. These concerts kept the
community connected and engaged as well as providing a time for connection and light
entertainment during lockdown, when many family members were being kept apart.
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This program was live-streamed and it was very well received by our communities. The 4
Concerts attracted a high number of audiences watching when each Concert went live on
Facebook with more impressive number of audiences watching the videos on Facebook
after these live performances. Objectively viewed and based on the number of audiences,
it was a successful launch of the project reaching out to the multicultural community
during pandemic time. Moreover, music is a common language to different communities
and presents no language barrier to be understood and appreciated by its audience.
I also take this opportunity to thank Con Pagonis for his invaluable work and contribution
on publishing Cooee! eNews, especially during such difficult and uncertain times during
the pandemic. Con’s consistent effort is truly an inspiration and pride for us all in CCOEI.
Cooee! serves as a vital conduit between CCOEI and the CALD community in sharing news
and information crucial for the CALD community during the COVID-19 pandemic time.
Around the reporting period, CCOEI has been fortunate to recruit more members like Con
Pagonis and Ken Pang who with other CCOEI members, coordinated the launching of the 4
Concerts mentioned above and Ken was also the Master of Ceremony and played piano
music during those Concerts.
On behalf of CCOEI I wish to thank the Whitehorse City Council for their continued support
on office accommodation at the Whitehorse Community Centre in Forest Hill
CCOEI also thanks VMC for its financial grant enabling the 4 Concerts to be delivered and
reached a wide audience over this difficult time.
During the pandemic, the Migrant Settlement Committee has continued to meet online
through Zoom. Face to face meetings will resume as soon as possible when health
restrictions allow this to occur. We are all looking forward to that time. I thank all our
Migrant Settlement Committee participants and CCOEI members with their unstinting
support.
This year CCOEI became an official supporter of the Australian Human Rights Commission
“Racism. It Stops With Me “campaign.
I wish everyone a healthy and successful 2022! Thank you everyone!
SUI TING TSE - President
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‘Cooee!’ – Newsletter of the CCOEI
by Con Pagonis

In March 2020 the Communities’ Council on Ethnic Issues launched the ‘CCOEI eNews’. On
our newsletter’s first anniversary - in March 2021 – we renamed it ‘Cooee!’.

Initially this was intended to be a monthly e-publication. However, with the on-set of
pandemic restrictions on face-to-face meetings, we quickly moved to publishing weekly to
facilitate the sharing of Covid-19 news, information and multilingual resources between our
Migrant Settlement Committee (MSC) network. Since then we have variously published
weekly, fortnightly and monthly. We again published weekly to support the recent
pandemic vaccination campaign; and towards the end of 2021 resumed as a monthly
newsletter.

In the 2020-2021 Financial Year reporting period we published thirty editions – numbers 17
to 46. By the time this Annual Report went to publication (November 2022) we were at sixty
editions.
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The ‘Cooee!’ newsletter highlights content from Melbourne’s Eastern Region, but also
informs readers on what is happening on the migrant settlement and multicultural affairs
scene state-wide, nationally and even internationally. At various times we have featured
sections on pandemic updates, multicultural arts, job vacancies and volunteering. In the
‘editor’s notes’ section we have always encouraged and given guidance on submitting
contributions, especially from CCOEI and MSC members, stakeholders and supporters.
‘Cooee!’ is collated, edited and published on the LinkedIn platform by Con Pagonis.
Contributions can be submitted to Con by email: enewseditor@ccoei.org.au. It is posted on
the CCOEI website - www.ccoei.org.au/newsletter/ - by Daniel Martinez - where all issues
are easily accessible by anyone. The ‘Newsletter’ webpage, maintained by Dan, always
features the current issue, and archives all back-issues – numbered and dated. E-mail
distribution by Ken Pang is augmented by postings and sharing on social media. Prospective
readers can subscribe by emailing Ken at - chair.msc@gmail.com - with ‘Subscribe to the
eNews’ in the subject heading.
Last but not least, thank you, our ‘Cooee!’ readers, for all the contributions, positive
feedback and encouragement over the past two years.
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COVID-19 Multicultural Community Connections Program
by Ken Pang

Multicultural Community Connections Program Purpose
The purpose of this funding is to provide immediate and crucial support to multicultural community
organisation to enable engagement and stronger connections with their communities during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
This Final Report should be submitted once your project has been completed and must be accepted
by the Department to finalise your obligations under the funding agreement. Please respond to all
questions and submit mandatory documentation. Your report enables the Department to evaluate
the outcomes of funded activities and monitor the effectiveness of the program.
2 September 2020 ·
We are excited to announce that ade ishs will be performing
at our first Multicultural Connections Concert broadcasted
live on Facebook on Sunday at 6:30pm

Brief project outline
The Multicultural Connections Twilight Virtual Concerts aimed to provide much needed
entertainment and engagement to isolated community members. Also providing a platform
to promote helping services to our communities. Engaging with a range of service providers
to present their services between the musical performances, at the same time giving our
multicultural artists a platform to share their culture, music and art.
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Activities
Recruiting local talents; organising musical & arts performances for each concert. Delivering
4 on-line virtual live-streamed concerts. Providing short presentations on community
services to vulnerable community members between the performances. Paying for program
co-ordinator, digital marketing services, Master of Ceremonies, program evaluation and
video editing.
Provision of online entertainment and digital platform for engaging with isolated community
members (Isolated community members, newly arrived migrant communities, new and
emerging communities, community service providers, all community networks who have
access to Facebook across Victoria), creating a channel for service providers to present their
helping services to the communities during the lockdown.

Impact
We’ve reached over 25,000 people in the communities across Victoria throughout the
Virtual Concerts. Promoting multicultural arts and diversity, at the same time providing
much needed engagement to isolated community members in an online platform in the
difficult times during the lockdown, while people were not able to see each other. We
embedded short presentations from various service providers that can help the
communities in need, facilitating important information from many different organisations
to the public audiences during the lockdown.
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What was the most significant change that occurred as a result of
your project?
According to feedbacks from audiences and community members, the concerts significantly
lifted up a lot of people’s spirits during the lockdown with an astonishing level of
encouraging comments on Facebook throughout the concerts. And the innovation of the
virtual concerts pushed our organisation forward into a new direction for future possibilities
of engaging with the communities. Opening up new opportunities & creative ways for us to
work with new and emerging artists from a Culturally and Linguistically Diverse backgrounds
in the future, using arts and music as a channel and common language to better engage
with diverse communities. As a result of this project, we have a strong reference and
standard to meet expanding scale & scope of future projects. We are now ready to
incorporate hybrid (virtual and face to face) forums & workshops that aims to tackle with
the barriers and challenges of new and emerging communities, such as family violence,
scams, employment, promoting awareness & importance of being vaccinated, QR code
system & mental health issues. With the valuable experience, exposure and networks
gained from this project we are better equipped to run future outreach events, forums and
workshops.
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Thankyou

CCOEI and MMIGP (Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place) have had an association for several
years with guest speakers being Aunty Irene Norman, Aunty Daphne Milward and Uncle Vincent
Peters.
Three years ago, CCOEI and MMIGP combined in a partnership to celebrate Harmony Week by
incorporating music, stories and food with guests from many communities involved and attending.
COVID restrictions unfortunately caused this year’s celebration to be again postponed. Hopefully
2022 will be different.
During the current year MMIGP applied for a grant to assist its singing group, Yeng Gali Mullum. The
grant was successful and MMIGP thank CCOEI for its great letter of support. Yeng Gali Mullum was
proud to be asked to perform in the virtual concert series held by CCOEI and Aunty Irene Norman
acknowledged country.

As a result of the grant MMIGP looks forward to launching the first Yeng Gali Mullum CD early next
year, Yeng Gali Mullum Synergy. MMIGP look forward to continuing the association with CCOEI.
The CCOEI Newsletter has been an invaluable source to advertise coming events and to learn of new
initiatives and news.
Chris & Heather Cosgriff
Life members CCOEI, MMIGP Ambassadors
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MSC Report 2020-2021

Sam Navarria

Ken
Pang

The MSC report covers the second half of 2020 to the end of 2021, a period of time severely
impacted by Covid-19, when Melbourne and most of Victoria was under severe restrictions
and lockdowns. During this time, the MSC resumed its meetings on Zoom, which provided
an opportunity for MSC members to stay connected and engaged, share information of
services and programs and keep up to date with regard to CALD communities in the Eastern
Region of Melbourne. Despite the difficult situation, attendance, interest and reach in MSC
meetings grew. The information about topics, organisations and guest speakers was
promoted to effect through the Cooee! newsletter. We would like to thank the editor, Con
Pagonis, for promoting the MSC program, and for keeping the multicultural sector informed
at the local, state and national levels via Cooee!.
During this period, the MSC has been supported by a meeting convenor and, from 2021
some organisations were invited to co-host some of the meetings. Co-hosts were the
Migrant Information Centre, Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place, and Melbourne
Polytechnic. CCOEI is grateful for their contribution. The co-hosting initiative was an idea
from the MSC review and planning discussions in 2020, and we are most appreciative of the
leadership of Dr Lillian De Bortoli who managed the review and strategic planning that
gathered input from network members and informed the 2021 MSC calendar. Co-hosting is
being considered in the MSC review and planning for 2022, and a new calendar is being
developed.
Events, functions and webinars are a part of CCOEI and the MSC. Unfortunately, the in
person Together in Harmony event for Harmony Day with Mullum Mullum Indigenous
Gathering Place, which brings together indigenous and CALD communities to celebrate
harmony and inclusion, was cancelled once again due to Covid-19. Some events took place
online including the Multicultural Community Concerts which were enjoyed by a broad
audience.
We would like to acknowledge the support from governments, and the commitment of
organisations and agencies for enabling their staff to attend MSC meetings. Commitment
and participation are central to the work of the MSC, and some projects, partnerships and
initiatives have their beginnings in collaborative and collective engagement at the MSC. The
outcomes benefit CALD communities and the agencies working with them. In this regard,
the MSC’s main aim, which is to assist service providers to achieve better outcomes for
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migrants and refugees during their initial and long-term settlement, as well as addressing
issues and gaps in services, remains at the core of its meetings and activities.
The meeting topics, guest speakers and the agencies that have contributed to the MSC in
2020-2021 are listed below. We thank everyone for their contribution to the MSC during a
particularly challenging period.
Ken Pang – Convenor MSC
Sam Navarria – Chair MSC

MSC Meetings went ZOOM
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MSC 2020-2021 Meetings
August 2020
CoVid-19 Response – supporting communities during the pandemic
Guest speakers: Bwe Thay, VMC Commissioner; Jessica Bishop, MIC Manager; Gina Etienne,
Eastern Health Manager, Consumer & Community Engagement.

September 2020
Mental Health through the lens of CoVid-19
Guest speaker: Emeritus Professor Bruce Tonge, Monash University,
Patron, Mental Health Foundation Australia
October 2020
Covid-19 and social cohesion - racism during Covid-19
Guest Speaker: Chin Tan, Race Commissioner, Australian Human Rights Commission
November 2020
Employment, Education and Training – opportunities during Covid-19
Guest speakers: Tatenda Verenga, Skills and Jobs Centre, Box Hill Institute; Barbara
Reeckman, AMEP Pathway Guidance Coordinator, Melbourne Polytechnic; Duy Le, Level
Crossing Removal Project (employment opportunities)
December 2020
Family Violence Services through the lens of CoVid-19
Guest speakers: Jacinta Maloney, Manager – Partnerships & Community Development
(Inner East), Eastern Community Legal Centre (ECLC); Ruth Howland, Program Coordinator
SAGE Family Violence Team, ECLC
Review of MSC 2020, and planning 2021 MSC Calendar, and strategic planning
Guest speaker and reviewer: Dr Lillian De Bortoli
February 2021
The Humanitarian Settlement Program and services in the Eastern Melbourne Region of
Melbourne.
Guest speakers: Christina Shi, Team Leader AMES HSP; MIC Judy McDougall, Senior Project
Officer, HSP
March 2021
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Indigenous arts and culture: Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place (MMIGP): a
cultural perspective through art and craft.
Guest speaker: Aunty Irene Norman, Elder and Artist

May 2021
Education, Training and Community Engagement: a collaborative design and delivery
approach in partnership with CALD communities, service providers and industry,
Melbourne Polytechnic and Melbourne AMEP providers, Eastern Melbourne Region
Guest speakers: Barbara Reeckman, Pathways Guidance Coordinator across the 5 regions of
the Melbourne AMEP, and Carole Pondevie-Lay, Community Liaison and Engagement
Manager, Melbourne Polytechnic
June 2021
Mental Health, CALD youth and families – the impact of Covid-19 on families, recovery and
support
Guest speakers: Ruth Bignell, Counsellor-Advocate, Foundation House; Maria Loupetis,
Refugee Health Nurse Program
August2021
LGAs engaging CALD communities
Guest speakers: Aleem Ali CEO, Welcoming Australia; Deborah Wu, Inclusion and Diversity
Lead, Victorian Local Government Association
September 2021
The Orange Door: Family safety and support services – a Victorian Government initiative
Guest speaker: Brendan Wilson, Service System Navigator, The Orange Door, Inner Eastern
Melbourne, Family Safety Victoria.
October 2021
Building Digital Literacy of CALD Seniors Clubs
Guest speaker: Tonina Gucciardo-Masci, Ageing Well Lead, Ethnic Communities Council of
Victoria
Shared Housing Accommodation Response (SHAR) to Covid-19: supporting international
students during lockdown
Guest speaker: Alex Mills, Community Engagement Officer (SHAR) Link Health and
Community
November 2021
Bridging the digital divide: digital inclusion initiatives, programs and events across
Australia - Good Things Foundation Australia
Guest speaker: Liz Jones, Head of Collaborative Projects, Good Things Foundation Australia
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December 2021
Review 2021 MSC program and planning MSC Calendar 2022

Organisations represented at MSC meetings 2020-2021
AMES Australia
Australian Electoral Commission
Australian Taxation Office
Boroondara Interfaith network
Bounce
Box Hill Institute
Centre for Holistic Health
Chinese Community Social Service Centre Inc.
Chinese Parents Social Support Network
City of Boroondara
City of Knox
City of Manningham
City of Maroondah
City of Whitehorse
Croydon Hills Baptist Church
Department of Education and Training (Victoria)
Eastern Access Community Health
Eastern Health
Victorian Department of Health (Victoria)
Department of Home Affairs
Department of Justice and Community Safety, Sheriff’s Office
Eastern Community Legal Centre
EDVOS
Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria
Family Safety Victoria
Food for Thought Network
Foundation House
Good Things Foundation Australia
Headspace
ICT/Jeeves
Inner East Primary Care Partnership
Level Crossing Removal Project
Link Health and Community
Louise Multicultural Community Centre
Manningham Interfaith network
Melbourne Polytechnic
Mental Health Foundation Australia
Migrant Information Centre
Monash University
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Organisations (Cont.)
Mullum Mullum Indigenous Gathering Place Ltd
NEAMI National
Nieuw Holland Dutch Social Club
Refugee Health Nurse Program
Rotary Club Manningham
Services Australia
Sharing Hope
Silver Dollar Media
Swinburne University
Victoria Police
Victorian Electoral Commission
Victorian Local Government Association
VT Uniting
Welcoming Cities (Welcoming Australia)
Wellsprings for Women
Women’s Friendship Group Inc. Manningham
Women’s Health East
Whitehorse Interfaith network
Whitehorse Manningham Libraries
Yarra Ranges Shire Council

The end
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